


EDITORIAL

I am sure you know the passing of our beloved FAC
founding father, Dave Stott. Dave was this Chronicle's
biggest fan and the only guy that replied to your editor
every time. In his honor the officers of the Harfang
escadrille made some dime scale aircrafts from Dave’s
collection of plans; five Dewoitine 332 and a Continental;
check out the pictures in this issue. 

Two years ago I asked Dave to make me a list of all
his “pen names” with descriptions…. He could only
remember about twenty!... It will be a privilege to put this
list in this Chronicle. I hope heaven is full of airplanes to
document/research and build! Rest In Peace Zhorbach!!!

We also have a text translated from “Coups d’ailes”
by Gisèle Guilbert Gosselin ( my Mom!). This is a small
undated booklet  from the era of the German occupation in
France to replace the famous weekly aviation magazine
“Les Ailes”. The magazine went back to weekly publishing
after WWII until 1963. 

I would also like to point out the Fall Wawayanda
competition in NY. Last year was AMAZING thanks to the
Houk clan and the Famous Tom Hallman. Thanks guys! 
http://hallmanstudio.com/geneseo2010/

Of course there is also the spring Wawa competition
by EDIE PETLAVSKI (see Chronicle & mail number one)

Something else to check out! The best “kitmaker” in
the universe is getting another AMAZING kit. I already
reserved mine . See for yourself, I am speechless….
http://www.thomasdesigns.net/ThomasDesigns_/

NewReleasex.html

Our friend Gustavo made this small history report of
the Dewoitine 332, he also won the Dave Stott/D-332 mass
launch and the best engine competition. The engine sound
competition will be a recurrent event and is called “Le Dunk
Award”, “Le” is “The” in French, “Dunk” is engine in
Australian and Award.. Well... You can figure this last one? 

Check it out here.  Engine sound:
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQc6IrAFhKs

Make sure you visit the new FAC official web site for rules,
squadron info, contest, cool links, Kanone report etc... at 
http://www.flyingacesclub.com/FACfreeflight.html

I will be waiting for you mail in the mailbox or my email...

FAC 071 Squadron Leader
Cpt. Ronny Gosselin

ronny@total.net

Thanks to Michael Henrich for supplying a Blur racer plan.
Get building guys!  Sweating grown men cheering a 20
grams object speeding at 50MPH!  Got to love it!
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Thank You!

A big thank you to all our contributors, for the
many hours spent arguing, as well as collecting and
preparing this Chronicle:

• Giorgio Toso

• Gisèle Guilbert Gosselin

• Gustavo Durieux

• Luc Martin

• Ronny Gosselin

• Michael Heinrich

Please get in touch with us at:  ronny@total.net.

Flying Aces Club

Join the fun, join the Flying Aces!

The Flying Aces Club NewsletterThe Flying Aces Club NewsletterThe Flying Aces Club NewsletterThe Flying Aces Club Newsletter

Each issue is packed with information, photos, tips,
stories and more, plus full-size plans from some of
the best free-flight modelers in the world!

Editor: Rich Weber

Please send $20 for U.S. members, $28 for Canadians,
and $40 for overseas, for a one-year membership, to: 

Or follow this link for easy Paypal paiement and info:

http://www.flyingacesclub.com/FACnewsletter.html
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AVIATION FOR ALLAVIATION FOR ALLAVIATION FOR ALLAVIATION FOR ALL

From variable curvature -wing to the affordable people's
plane, the AL-7.

Adolphe Lachassagne is neither an amateur nor precisely
a beginner.  Indeed, in 1912, ie 30 years ago (2011 note:
need  we  say  a  hundred  years  ago,  now  !!),  the  first
Lachassagne plane, his AL-1 was achieving its first flight
and, since, the man who designed and built it has devoted
most  of  his  time  to  Aviation.   Consequently,  Adolphe
Lachassagne is a true pioneer who believed in Aviation
from  the  beginning.   Even  today,  he  tries  with  rare
dedication to apply his personal ideas to the research for a
small  and  safe  plane.   His  ideas  are,  in  fact,  both
reasonable,  and  even  attractive,  and  their  interest  was
demonstrated by lab tests.  Experienced mechanic from
the beginning of  the nineteen century,  ie  authentic  'Old
School', Adolphe Lachassagne is the perfect example of a
French  craftsman,  someone  with  vast  experience  who
knows his craft perfectly and who has proven many time
his  unquestionable  professionalism.   With  his  love  for
invention, not only was he happy to be an inventor but he
was also a builder.  

It is unfortunate that he did not have more money.  Had he
had the means, it is probable that his praiseworthy efforts
would have received more recognition earlier.   He could
have done research on a larger scale, expand his results
and  receive  sooner  well  deserved  rewards  for  his
determination. 

It is in 1912 that Adolphe Lachassagne built his first plane.
Obviously, like all  the machines of  this era, it  was quite
rustic  but,  however,  it  already  had  some  original
peculiarities.   It  was a monoplane.  The position of  the
wings,  in  tandem,  insured  the  longitudinal  stability  and
furthermore, a shutter embedded in the back wing was to
insure longitudinal correction in flight.  The back wing was
also  expected  to  control  the  side  stability.   For  this
purpose, this wing could move around a vertical axis.  All
this was,  already in 1912, clearly showing an open and
imaginative  mind.   Unfortunately,  Adolphe  Lachassagne
had only an old unwilling and unstable motor.  In spite of a
good  check-up,  this  motor  never  ran  properly  and
consequently  the  testing  of  the  AL-1  was limited.   The
1914-1918 World War put an end to the experimentation
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of  the  tandem  wing  but  was  far  from  stopping  our
researcher's mind.  After the war, Adolphe Lachassagne
presented  his  variable  'curvature'  wing  which  was  an
interesting idea at the time.  In retrospect with our modern
“flaps” what we are doing is in fact modifying the wings
curvature? From his distortable  curvature wing,  Adolphe
Lachassagne was expecting not only a wider gap in speed
but he also hoped it would sensibly increase the speed in
flight and improve the take-off and landing conditions.  He
also thought it would enable the pilot to vary the power of
the motor and speed without affecting the flight attitude.  

But  maybe  we  do  not  clearly  remember  the  details  of
Lachassagne's  wing.   So  let's  review its  main  features
based on a dissertati by the builder of the wing.  He said
that this wing was made of two parts, one fixed and one
mobile:  The fixed part consists of two 'longerons' joined
by tubular bracings and struts in the wing.  The mobile part
consists of :
1) A non deformable leading edge, but mobile around
the forward 'longeron'. 
2) A non deformable trailing edge,  but  mobile around
the rear 'longeron',  
3) A  deformable  center  section,  made from an  upper
and  lower  soles  whose  profile  is  determined  by  the
positions of the leading and trailing edge.  The rotation of
these around the fixed 'longerons'  is  accomplished with
triangular gussets controlled by small  levers attached to
the fixed tubular bracings and also joined to small bracings
connecting the superior and inferior soles trough auxiliary
smaller 'longerons'.

The necessary increase in length for the lower sole in the
hollow profile is automatically produced by the combined
rotation  of  the front  and  back parts.   In  the  upper,  the
necessary increase in length is supplied by a “slider” in the
front  part  of  the  trailing  edge.   The  front  and  back

components being rigid their fabric covering presents no
real  problem.   The  lower  fabric  covering  of  the  main
element  follows  the  distortion  of  the  lower  soles.   The
covering of the upper sole is extended to form a sort of
covering of the rear member. 

In  this  distortion,  the  portion  affected  by  the  covering
varies according to the reaction of the superior soles but
no  constant  solution  modifies  the  back  surface  of  the
deformed wing" (2011 note: I am sure this is easier to see
then to explain….)

Once again, the idea was interesting, but, what about in
'real' situations.  It was applied for the first time to a two-
seater  Spad-XIII  equipped  with  220  HP  Hispano-Suiza
motor.   Only  the  lower  wing  was  replaced  by  a
Lachassagne wing. The wing's curving was controlled by a
control wheel inside the fuselage.  Testing’s were done in
October and November of 1922 in Villacoublay by Deckert,
the famous pilot.  While  the safety ratio  of  the standard
wing  of  the  Spad-XIII  was  calculated  at  7,  the
Lachassagne,  wings  was  10.   The  result  was  an  extra
weight of 25% but it was reduced to almost 15% with an
equal ratio of safety.  The tests, controlled by Le Service
Technique de l'Aéronautique, were encouraging.   While
the  maximum  RPM  was  2000,  Deckert  could  easily
maintain  his  flight  attitude  at  600  RPM and reduce  the
speed for landing, ie instead of stopping in 150 meters the
Spad equipped with Lachassagne wing would stop in 30
meters.
Deckert also found that, contrary to what was happening
with other variable surface aeroplanes he had tested up to
that point, the center of trust was stable in flight. In spite of
these results, the testing stopped with the excuse that (we
think our memory is not failing us) if Lachassagne's wing
was improving a mediocre rib profile it was much simpler
to  use  one  of  the  good  profiles  that  were  emerging  in
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aeronautic  than  to  use  the  proposed  one.  It  was
acknowledged  that  Lachassagne's  wing  was  an
unquestionable progress but the benefits of using the new
profiles  were  more  reasonable,  consequently,
Lachassagne's wing was given up. One can wonder why
no efforts were made to adapt it to the good new profiles
thus improving their quality.  In fact, it seems they were
afraid  to  add  an  extra  mechanic  component  that  could
possibly fail, and also add weight.  We will further see that,
although Le Service Technique de l'Aéronautique decided
to  abandon  the  wing  with  variable  curvature,  Adolphe
Lachassagne  continued  his  efforts  and  that  his  results
proved him right.

It is unfortunate that everything new is confronted with old
habits and how we show scepticism, and mistrust anything
that  we  do  not  understand.   When  Lachassagne
presented his wing, it was probably not perfect but it was
still an interesting idea that had at least been tested and
…..  As demonstrated by Deckert, it was working.  It could
have served as a starting point for research on variable
curvature.   Too often,  new ideas were 'snobbed'  by Le
Service Technique de l'Aéronautique.

Nevertheless, in 1922 Lachassagne went back to his idea
and started to study a new aeroplane with tandem wings.
The AL-2.   These wings were peculiar in that,  although
same size the lowest wing was in the front and the highest
one in the back contrary to classic positioning where the
highest  one  was  in  the  front.   Lengthwise  as  well  as
vertically  a  space  equal  to  half  of  their  depth  was
separating the two wings.  He had given up on variable
incidence but he had put two large ailerons on the front
wing;   this was to insure proper control of the lateral and
pitch stability. The horizontal stabiliser was to be used for
correction only and not  as a  pitch control  surface.  This
particularity was borrowed from the 1912 aircraft.

The AL-2 airplane was never built full size but only as a
model.   This  model  was  tried  at  the  Eiffel  Lab  and
triggered a more extensive study.

                  
Two years later in 1925, the single-seater AL-3 was born.
That was not a tandem anymore but a small single-seater
with  a  classic  look.   Lachassagne  used  old  material,
especially for the fuselage and the landing gear, all dating
before 1914.   The  aeroplane  was  equipped  with  the
'curvature'  wing;   Lachassagne  intended  to  prove  its
effectiveness. 

The total wingspan was 6 meters, empty the AL-3 weighed
135  kg,  i.e.  17  kg  for  fuel  and  a  75  kg  pilot.   It  was
equipped  with  an  old  2  opposite  cylinders  124x100
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Darracq motor that could barely produce 18 CV at 1800
RPM, that Lachassagne himself had revamped a little.  

               
Even equipped with this unreliable motor,  right from the
first  time the small  plane flew correctly.   Its builder had
entered it in the Grand Prix de la Moto-Aviette; this event
took place on July 15, 1923 at the airport of Buc, but the
plane  was  in  fact  finished  almost  two  years  later.   Its
career was very brief.  It was damaged while landing and
Adolphe Lachassagne did not rebuild it, instead he chose
to replace it by another aeroplane entirely built with new
material. 

This  airplane,  the  AL-5,  was  derived  directly  from  the
former one.  The first one was built in 1929.  Equipped
with  and A.B.C.  motor,  it  was a very interesting aircraft

with features quite similar to the AL-3.   Considering the
small amount of  power used, we can say that  the AL-5
was performing better than the tourism aeroplanes used
then; at least it proved that the distortable curvature wing
was interesting.  It reached a speed of 130 km/hour, the
motor at 1800 RPM.

These results were remarkable;  showing a difference in
speed of 70% and an important increase in strength since,
with all its charge, the AL-5 was correctly holding its flight
path  with  only  30%  of  the  available  power.   The
possibilities  of  this  plane  were  shown  particularly  by  2
pilots: Petit de Mirbeck and Maurice Arnoux.  In 1936, an
improved version the AL-6 with an Aubier-et-Dunne 19 HP
motor,  could  reach  a  maximum speed of  145  km/hour,
could  lend  at  a  speed  of  35-40  km/hour  and  reach  a
ceiling of 4000 meters.  With a Poinsard-Mengin 25 HP
motor, it could reach 175 km/hour almost a 'speedster'.  
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Thanks to the distortable wing with variable curvature, it
was correctly holding its flight path at this speed.  A few of
AL-5 and 6 models were built; one of the first ones was
bought  by  a  man who  took  the  plane  to  Cameroun by
boat.  It was still flying at the end of 1939, but we do not
know now.  By then, the usefulness of the distortable wing
with variable curvature was proven.  

In 1937, Les Ailes was strongly suggesting the research
for  a  plane for  all;  Lachassagne tried to  create  such a
plane.   He  went  for  a  plane  that  would  be  simple  for
'amateurs'  so  that  he  could  sell  them the  plans  if  they
wished, and some parts.   Consequently,  'amateurs'  and
clubs could build at a reasonable cost a plane to be used
for sport, training and fun.  It had to be a simple plane and
Lachassagne  had  to  give  up  his  'curvature'  wing  too
complicated to be handled by 'amateurs'.  

   

The study of an easy flying, safe, simple plane for all, type
AL-7, was completed rapidly.  A model was tried in a lab in
Issy-les-Moulineux.  
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As he had hoped, his calculations were proven right and
this  plane  was  a  success.   The  small  wingspan  of  the
plane made it even easier on the pilot;  it also allowed to
use of quality material at a reasonable cost. The aircraft
had no ailerons or flaps and was controlled by elevator
and  rudder  only.   Right  after  the  testing,  Adolphe
Lachassagne started  the construction  of  the A.L.-7  that
was  finished  in  August  1939,  just  before  the  war.
Consequently, he had to wait till  after the war to try the
plane.  The fuselage is almost square with a rounded top.
The wing span is only 3 m 70. The plane is equipped with
an  Aubier-et-Dunne  19  HP motor  weighing  35  kg  500.

The seat is open and the visibility is excellent.  Empty its
weight is 122 kg; the pilot's weight is estimated at 80 kg
and the gas at 18 kg.  The maximum speed is 136 km/
hour; at an altitude of 800 meters, 9/10 of his power speed
should be 125 km. landing speed should be very low at 50
km/h.   Its  range  of  250 to  300  km was enough  for  its
vocation.

We wish he could find the time and money to go back to
the study of  his  distortable  wing with  variable  curvature
and  apply  it  to  sport  planes  thus  increasing  their
performance  and  safety.   In  the  meantime,  he  is  not
resting.  Without waiting for tests of  in single-seater, he
started a two-seater,  which is in fact  quite similar to the
A.L.-7.   However he his planning to sell  this  plane fully
completed only.

Adolphe Lachassagne, pioneer from 1912, is, in 1943, an
example  of  tenacity,  faith  and  enthusiasm.  Let's  be
confident; a few men like him will ensure the development
of Aviation for all. 
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MMMMYYYY N N N NEWEWEWEW F F F FRIENDRIENDRIENDRIEND    FROMFROMFROMFROM Q Q Q QUEBECUEBECUEBECUEBEC C C C CITYITYITYITY

I wanted to make a small picture collection, for you guys
and gals to enjoy, of my internet friend Alain Bourret's
model aircrafts. He is from Quebec city, province of
Quebec (almost a neighbour!). He builds scratchbuilt
plastic aircraft of the Golden Age and tought it would be
appropriate and educational for us to see them. Alain is
also in the top 3 most knowledgeable aviation historians
I have the privilege of knowing; if you think Vance is
good…. where do you think he gets all his info?  ;-)
Alain spent years researching correct history, shape and
color for a specific aircraft. Enjoy the pictures…. you will
never see them at the hobby shop. 

Ron

Check out one message he once wrote : 

Modelling cannot be simply resumed to gluing and painting
parts together.  Research is indeed enjoyable and is an 
essential part of the hobby.  This is just my opinion,
naturally. 

 

When you have made a good research before
assembling your model, you can later present the
final result of your work to aviation initiated or non-
initiated persons and "talk" about your model during
many minutes, pointing out certain details and giving
a short history of the airplane.  This way you (and
others) can better appreciate this three-dimensional
small rendition of aviation history. Last year, when
one of my sisters-in-law visited us, she saw one of my
model on the table.  Normally, my models are hidden
in a cardboard box and stored in the darkest
wardrobe of my house for eternity, but I had pulled
this one out of the dark to check which type of paint I
had used for a detail (I keep a list of all the material,
glue and paint used on my models as well as the list
of references).  When she saw the "little toy" she
looked at it with curiosity.  I then explained to her how
I had scratchbuilt the model, WHY I had chosen this
airplane, why it was painted this strange reddish-
brown colour, why the little blob at the end of the mast
under the fuselage was the lead weight of a wire
antenna, why there was a rack to transport spare
parts, and why if the pilots had to make a forced
landing in the desert they were forced sometimes to
drink the water of the radiator. When I finally told her
that Antoine de Saint-Exupéry flew a similar airplane,
her eyes became illuminated.  She no longer sees my
models as "toys".
 

Alain
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Fokker (Atlantic) Universal (Western CanadaFokker (Atlantic) Universal (Western CanadaFokker (Atlantic) Universal (Western CanadaFokker (Atlantic) Universal (Western Canada
Airways)Airways)Airways)Airways)

Loening M-23 Air Yacht (Laurentide Air Service)Loening M-23 Air Yacht (Laurentide Air Service)Loening M-23 Air Yacht (Laurentide Air Service)Loening M-23 Air Yacht (Laurentide Air Service)

Latécoère 26-6 (Aéropostale) Latécoère 26-6 (Aéropostale) Latécoère 26-6 (Aéropostale) Latécoère 26-6 (Aéropostale) 

Eatsman Sea Rover (Gorst Air Transport) Eatsman Sea Rover (Gorst Air Transport) Eatsman Sea Rover (Gorst Air Transport) Eatsman Sea Rover (Gorst Air Transport) 
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(Curtiss J-4 Lark (Patricia Airways Exploration inc) (Curtiss J-4 Lark (Patricia Airways Exploration inc) (Curtiss J-4 Lark (Patricia Airways Exploration inc) (Curtiss J-4 Lark (Patricia Airways Exploration inc) 

(Dornier Delphin III (Ad Astra)(Dornier Delphin III (Ad Astra)(Dornier Delphin III (Ad Astra)(Dornier Delphin III (Ad Astra)

(Dornier Merkur (Deruluft)(Dornier Merkur (Deruluft)(Dornier Merkur (Deruluft)(Dornier Merkur (Deruluft)

Kalini K-5 (Aeroflot) (1)Kalini K-5 (Aeroflot) (1)Kalini K-5 (Aeroflot) (1)Kalini K-5 (Aeroflot) (1)
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Kalinin K-1 (prototype)Kalinin K-1 (prototype)Kalinin K-1 (prototype)Kalinin K-1 (prototype)

Alexandrov-Kalinin AK-1 (Dobrolet)Alexandrov-Kalinin AK-1 (Dobrolet)Alexandrov-Kalinin AK-1 (Dobrolet)Alexandrov-Kalinin AK-1 (Dobrolet)

Chetverikov SPL (Aeroflot)Chetverikov SPL (Aeroflot)Chetverikov SPL (Aeroflot)Chetverikov SPL (Aeroflot)
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2011201120112011     HARFANG CHALLENGE  HARFANG CHALLENGE  HARFANG CHALLENGE  HARFANG CHALLENGE 
SSSSPIRITPIRITPIRITPIRIT    WASWASWASWAS    HIGHHIGHHIGHHIGH    ANDANDANDAND    TEMPERATURETEMPERATURETEMPERATURETEMPERATURE    WASWASWASWAS    LOWLOWLOWLOW

For the 6th time in the history of Canada, the international
winter Harfang challenge took place in January 23, 2011.
Why that early in the new year you would ask?  Why not do
it in March as in the past edition when the temperature is
more acceptable for rubber motors and the pilot’s fingers? 

The Dewoitine D332 Squadron

First, Maurice had booked his plane ticket long time ago
and he would stick to his plan. Second, our Squadron
leader had decided that, this year, the Challenge would be

a real Canadian winter challenge. He intended to
demonstrate that only the brave men (not the one with
turnip juice in their veins) could withstand Siberian
temperature during a FAC contest. Our fearless leader
would brilliantly show to the world that it could be done,
every pilot fiercely bearing a smiling face… rather stiff
smile, mind you.

This venue was particular in many aspects. The CD
(contest director), Ronny Gosselin, also known as Mr Spirit
Of FAC, put together a world class truly international event.
Competitors from 5 nations (Canada, USA, Australia,
Argentina, Rumania, France) attended this event, attracted
mostly by pure white snow and beautiful trophy. 

Gustavo Durieux launchs his Dewoitine 332
under Octavian Aldea close supervision

Our good friend Maurice Taudevin from Australia made the
trip specially  for this competition, Bruce Foster was
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defending his Dime Scale Champion title and the rest of
us… well… we hoped for some left over plaques. 

The previous weeks, Harfang Squadron leader enrolled all
the Montreal members to build an airplane from Dave Stott
to honor his memory. The chosen subject was a dime scale
Dewoitine 332 . 

Five models were made just in time for this event. The lack
of trimming and practice was reflected in the flight time but
some participants also flew other dime models. 

Octavian launching his Dewoitine 332

The Blur race was the perfect opportunity to distinguish the
real men from the chicken. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPx0wn-ZolI

Ronny, a Blur veteran, was dominant with a well established
ballistic launch technique. He was always in the leading
pack with his faithful “Joe 90”.

Maurice Taudevin was an honourable opponent,
demonstrating increasing skill level heat after heat until a
fatal crash almost severed his Mr Smoothy’s left wing and
took away his chance to place in the race.

Octavian Aldea had numerous landing gear and motor
problems with his “Mr Mulligan” and has been behind the
leading pack from the start. He had a slow but reliable
airplane that flew the distance more often than the quick
one.

Bern Dion, a well decorated fighter pilot from Russia, was in
the cockpit of Swedish racing Me 109. As such he brought
his long WWII combat experience in a familiar Siberian
environment hoping to ravish some laurel from the well
seasoned Blur racer. After a promising first heat, Bern lost
control of his very powerful airplane on the second heat to
end up with a missing wing after a spectacular crash. 

Luc Martin, was in the Kellner-Bechereau 28 V.D V.D
cockpit, so far this airplane, although very promising, never
performed to his full potential. The pilot's lack of experience
was reflected in last year disappointing race results. It
turned out that it was time to show the world what it is
capable of. Luc finished first in the second heat. Ron and
Octavian crashed before the checkered flag drop. 
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 Bernard Dion in a classical  hand launch follow through

On the fifth heat, right off the starting line “Joe 90” took the
lead by a full yard followed by the Kellner-Bechereau. Mr
Smoothy was limping behind, plagued by spark plug
problems and eventually cartwheeled before the finishing
line. At mid course, Ron, expecting an easy victory, decided
to throttle back to save his tired engine. Meanwhile Luc
pushed the throttle through the fire wall to catch-up Ron’s
corsair “Joe 90".

The crowd saw in disbelieve both airplanes crossing the
final line within a cubic foot of air, barely a foot above the
ground. The judges had to rely on the high speed camera to
find out who had won. 

After the brief photo processing that seemed like ages
(thanks to Eastman Kodak for their state of the art lab) the

judges could see the 28VD barely 6 inch above and 6 inch
behind the corsair which finished first.  

All  points  were  added  and  Luc  came  out  first,  Ronny
second and Octavian third.      

Second heat 
Luc Martin’s Kellner-Bechereau 28 V.D,

Ronny Gosselin’s  Corsair “Joe 90”
& Octavian Aldea’s Mr Mulligan

WWII Mass Launch has been expedited in two rounds. The
allied squadron was formed by an Arsenal VG33, a Wildcat,
and twin (dead) engine Tupolev 2. The axis guys were
equipped with a Me 109 and a Val. 
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Maurice and a happy Wirraway dime Scale.

During the first mission, the Tu 2 and the VG33 fell under
the enemy bullets and never returned to base. After a quick
refuelling, the second wave took off and met their
opponents over the cold and merciless northern steps.

The sturdy (Dumas kit) but heavy Maurice’s wildcat could
not resist long against Bern’s Val (heavier Dumas kit)
aggressive attack and vanished first from the sky.

Bern's Val and Ronny's Me 109 continued to patrol the big
blue sky over the field, looking for an easy soviet prey until
Ron had to belly land, out of petrol and leave Bern to finish
the mission alone. 

The Dime Dewoitine 332 horde was the last activity of the
day.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzLyEHIhYWw

Gustavo's D332, in Argentinian markings, was coached by
Bruce Foster and their combined efforts made this Dime, by
far, the longest flier.  They won easily.

We all went back to Ronny’s HQ to warm up, and took care
of the wounded bodies.  Bern's speech warmed us up and
we vigorously clapped our hands to help the blood flow in
our frozen fingers.

       

         Dave Stott’s design in his natural environment

For sure this edition will stay in our memory as, so far, the
coldest one. In the next few years, in veterans gathering, we
will proudly remember with a stiff upper lip: Dave Stott was
here and together we prevailed.  Long live FAC. 

Lt. Luc Martin.
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A A A A LITTLELITTLELITTLELITTLE    HISTORYHISTORYHISTORYHISTORY

OFOFOFOF    THETHETHETHE D D D DEWOITINEEWOITINEEWOITINEEWOITINE 332/333 332/333 332/333 332/333

We recently held our Harfang Challenge 2011 and for
the occasion we decided to pay a tribute to Dave Stot. After
going through several of his plans, we all agreed on making
the same model for a mass launch and the selected model
being the Dewoitine 332/333. 

Since five of us were about to build the same model, I went
ahead and tried to look for different registrations. I must say
that I was thrilled with what I discovered on the history of
the plane !

The prototype aircraft was called Dewoitine 332. It first flew
on 11 July 1933 powered by three Hispano-Suiza 9V radial
engines. The prototype was registered F-AMMY, it was
named Emeraude (French for "Emerald") and carried out
demonstration flights around European capitals. Emeraude
gained a world class record on 7 September 1933 when it
flew a 1,000 km (620 mi) course with a useful load of 2,000
kg (4,410 lb) at an average speed of 159.56 km/h (99.1
mph).

Designed to meet an Air France requirement for use on the
route to French Indo-China, the aircraft set out for Saigon
on 21 December 1933 on a proving flight. The aircraft
arrived at Saigon on 28 December 1933. On the return flight
when only 400 km (250 mi) from its destination, Le Bourget
airport, Emeraude struck a hill near Corbigny in a violent
snowstorm and was destroyed. 

Despite the accident, in 1935 Air France decided to order
three of an improved version designated the D.333. The D.
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333 was a heavier and strengthened 10-seat version; the
fully loaded weight was increased by 1,650 kg (3,640 lb). 

The prototype of these three planes was originally
registered F-AKHA, but became F-ANQA, and was
named Antares. It first flew in 1935 and was later used
on the Toulouse (France)-Casablanca (then a French
protectorate in N.Africa) route by Air France in 1936. The
Antares was destroyed while caught in a storm along the
cost of Morocco in 1937. The other two aircrafts were
named Cassiopée (F-ANQB) and Altaïr (F-ANQC), and
were put to service the route Toulouse-Dakar (Senegal)
alternating with the Antares.

In December 1937 and after crossing the Atlantic, the
F-ANQB (Cassiopée) was based at Rio de Janeiro (Brazil),
and was followed by the F-ANQC (Altaïr) which, in March
1938, was based in Buenos Aires (Argentina). Both planes
were servicing the South American route of Air France.

By 1939 the two weary D333 were reinforced with two
freshly arrived D338, similar to the D333; they had
retractable landing gear and more powerful engines.
However, in 1940, after France’s capitulation, all four
Dewoitines were purchased or seized by the Argentinean
government (some sources mention the purchase in 1943).
All serving as transports with the air force, the two D338s
were registered T-170 and T-171, while the D333s were
registered T-172 and T-173. The D333 registered T-172
was grounded due to lack of parts before the war’s end,
however T-173 continued service until 1947. 

I’m still investigating about the fate of the planes after that.
However, having grown up on that side of the earth, I was
astonished by getting to know all these facts. Not only did I
dress my model on Argentinean markings, but I read a
posting about someone that grew up near the air field
where the planes were based and he described the sound
of the three engines roaring over his home. I couldn’t stop
thinking about the lines I read when we all decided to
perform the sound of each plane engines into the freezing
wind during the Harfang challenge!  

Sources

http://ayernoticiahoyhistoria.blogspot.com/

2009_09_01_archive.html

http://www.aviastar.org/air/france/dewoitine_d-338.php

http://warbirdsforum.com/showthread.php?t=1046

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dewoitine_D.332
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MYSTERYMYSTERYMYSTERYMYSTERY        PLANESPLANESPLANESPLANES

Mystery Planes #2Mystery Planes #2Mystery Planes #2Mystery Planes #2

ANSWERS

Number 1 
Piaggio 23r trimotor

http://www.flightglobal.com/pdfarchive/

view/2000/2000%20-%200549.html?

search=piaggio%2023

Number2 
Fanera LK-1

http://www.flightglobal.com/pdfarchive/

view/1978/1978%20-%200133.html?

search=fanera

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NIAI_LK-1

Number3
Bloudeck 15 

http://www.flightglobal.com/pdfarchive/

view/1931/1931%20-%200360.html?

search=bloudek

http://www.flightglobal.com/pdfarchive/

view/1930/untitled0%20-%200636.html?

search=bloudek

Number4 
Nieuport-Delage 62

http://www.aviafrance.com/nieuport-

delage-nid-62-aviation-france-668.htm

http://www.hydroretro.net/etudegh/

les_avions_nieuport-delage.pdf
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Mystery Planes #3Mystery Planes #3Mystery Planes #3Mystery Planes #3

#1

#2

#3

#4
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I am now letting Dave talk in the form of a letter he sent me:

THE PINKHAM FIELD IREGULARS
SQUADRON 22, FLYING ACES CLUB

DAVE STOTT, O IN C

Mar 20, 08

Hello Ron,

I got a good laugh out of Kendrick holding the "two wings and a round engine" model !   It is the roundest engine I have ever
seen.  I will have to show that one around. (1) 

Never apologize for your English. It is much better than my French.  I learned all the French I know from the same place I
learned my German.  Reading the Phinas Pinkham stories in Flying Aces magazine. (2)

We too, fly in the cold weather, but I am sure it is not as cold as you fellows have. Some of the models were fitted with skies.
We have flown at night while it was snowing as well.  I guess everyone has done some of it.  Nights are usually very calm, and
as long as there is a clear sky, it is like flying in the daytime.(ed. Well said Dave!)

I counted the pen names (aliases) I used in articles in the FAC News some years ago and was surprised to find I had 28 of
them. I used them as a joke and also because I did not want the other FACs to think I was using up all the space in their
newsletter. I do recall some of them.

-"Gregor Tuvinks": Gregor Two Wings.  Article and 3-views on some Hungarian biplanes.  

-"Pepe Lepiguer": Pepe the Peeker.  Article on French reconnaissance biplane.  

-"Sam Nambulist": Sleepwalker.  Albatros AL-102 with scale proportions a modeler would dream about.  

-"Myize Shuritchi": My Eyes Sure itchy.  Article and 3-view on late 1930s Jap fighter.   

-"The Comet Kid": Like the boy riding the tail of the comet in that company's logo.  A couple of different articles on ten cent
models.  
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-"Tuvinks Syzveda": Two Wings Is Better.  More on bipes.   

-"Dave Strutzenwyr" Dave Struts and Wire. Setting up a biplane.   

-"Major Hardleigh Bryte": Hardly Bright, not too smart.  A lot of different articles.  

-"Prof Ahyav Zhorback": Prof. I Have Sore back.   Often used.  He is my favorite.  

-"Capt. Crunch, RFC":   Articles on flight trimming.  

-"Reynaldo Numero": Reynolds Number.  A numerical value used in computing wind tunnel data on small models to equate
them to full scale data.  Article on enlarging stabilizers.  

-"Dave Stott": Used the most.  My real name is Phineas Phikham II.   My father got shot down more times in World War I than
any other flyer.

That is all I can remember at this time, Ron.   I hope there will be more new ones to come.

Regards to all.

<

(1) see last page 

(2)  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flying_Aces_%28magazine%29

(3)  Dave’s son Paul will continue the “squadrons up” newsletter! 
            Paul Stott, "Editor", 175 Thoreau Drive, Shelton, CT 06484

       http://www.flyingacesclub.com/FACGenAnnouncements.html
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